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Madam. - If Bana had maved
PIIrt af his business fram the UK
t6 avoid tax wauld Tany Blair
~ve affered him a knighthood
f()rhis humanitarian wark? U2, as

. h$sbeen widely reparted, maved
part af their business, fram Ire-

at land to' avaid tax when the Gav-
an ernment abolished the unlimited
les ,'tax free status enjayed by artists
dy"~in favaur of a very generaus
af, ...€2SO,OOOtax free allawance.
elf'.f') However, while many peaple
af _may find Bana's dauble stand-
lte, ~ardsamusing. they dO'raise a very

tP'~found issUe:how will gavern-
o)(,,'ment$ ever raise enaugh revenue
~~'1t&..fund!lid and debtreliet far the
~r.:9{odd's paar if people who are
ng.t,held ~p to', us as Diadel
he,humaDitarians adapt a "dO'as I
I a o;~, natfas "do" attitude to'paying
'ilS ",~e$? .
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.~ ;1'" ax Justice Network has
~

~
~,. Jpt.~d that the amaunt af

~'. ' " d!I~dbywealth individuals
it ._ 'ja;,~have1is cauld generate a

. \ing $255 bUlian dallars in
.>i)8l~ revenue annually
9"!1Pto' finance the UN's
~um Development Goals.
~wO'rds, thepoorest ofthe
~'poor pay dearly far the
..ftesin the global taxation
m and any award 'that even
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' hides that reality
IW~ mUst be exppsed. -Y aurs, etc,
is'. ';.RON~'rYNAN,
.0;\ .' :Black1ock.
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:t:' Madam. - In his defence of
itL Transpart 21, Barry Kenny af

lID. .IarDr6d Eireann (December 28th)
;jff claims that Sean Barrett shows a
-n.; poor grasp aftranspart evalua-
eJ:'",tian techniques. He gaes an to
~: 1claim that lainr6d Eireann has
181,:~ strangest perfO'rmance in
isJ' ~v:ering ~pita1 invesqnentpro-
)~~ gta!D!De$an budget af'aUmajor
s~ .~recipientso!Exchequerfunding.
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. $urely the ma.n.cannat be

. serious.Far iDstanc~what trans"
. ~rt evalWitian techniques are
'. being used in relation to' the

workS S_ stadOil1Per-
j" \~
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wJly it is taking So' IO'ng -alJiiost
'i:::s,tf

. ~;y'e~ at~'!jtage.:dQ FaJD-
:1- \, ete the refUrbIshment af a~~ ,af
it t hn~;"'Qt cztattnnt! tn. .1..6
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An Irishman's Diary
Many scientists will remember
2006 as the year when "Big

..Bang"physics was officially
recognised with a Nobel Prize.
Earlier this Jahn Mather af the
NASAGoddard Space Flight
Center and George Smoot af the
University of Califarnia at
Berkeley were awarded the
prize in physics for their role in
an experiment that pravided
stunning evidence for the Big
Bang model of the origin of the
universe.

The study af the universe, the
oldest of the sciences, was
revalutionised early in the 20th
century when the American
astranamer Edwin Hubble
discavered that the universe
was continually expanding. (He
abserved that faraway galaxies
are rushing away from the earth
at a speed praportional to'their
distance, a discavery known as
Hubble's Law).

The expanding I,Iniversewas
a great shock to'mainstream
science and philasophy.
Hawever, the phenamenon
matched the predictions af'
Einstein's general theory af
relativity - the modern theory
af gravity. Armed with Hubble's
data and Einstein's theory, i

scientists began to consider the
origins of the universe (or
casmos) in earnest. It is
generally agreed that the
Belgian priest and
mathematican Georges
Lemaitre was the first to
propose the famous Big Bang
model- the theory that
pastulates that the entire
universe (matter, space and
time) expladed from a tiny,
immensely dense and
immensely hot ruebaU,
expanding and cooling ever
since.

Lemaitre's model of the birth
, of thecosmosbecamewell
known. but few sCientists took it
seriously for many years. One
reason was that there seemed
no obviaus way af testing the
model experimentally. In fact,
eve1\the name "BigBang" was

.'c'6Uied'lliderisian by the
sceptical British astraphysicist
Fred Hoyle.

An intriguing line af inquiry
emerged in the 1940s,when the
Russian physicist George
Gamaw and calleagues .

published calculations shawing
that if the BigBang madel was
carrect, background radiation
left over fram the bang might
still be present in today's
universe, like a co~micfo,ssil.
Hawever, no one knew how to '

s~chfarthis.r.eV'~tt " ~

radiation and it seemed ~Big

CormacO'Raifeartaigh
Bang" theory was to remain in
the damain of speculative
science.

Incredibly, the casmic

testability.
American technolagy came

to the rescue ance more, with
the advent of satellite
telescopes that could deliver
mare accurate measurements of
the casmic backgraund

radiatian (free from
,interference from
the earth's
atmosphere). The
fustsuch
experiment, the
Cosmic Backgraund
Explorer (COBE)
satellite, was
launched on its own
Nasa racket in
January 1989.Led by
Jahn Mather and
Gearge Smoot, the
COBE missian
camprised a team of
more than 1,000
scientists and
engineers, and
pravided stunning
new measurements
af the casmic
radiatian that gave
strang support far
the Big Bang model
Mast signiflcantly,
measurement of
tiny variatians in
the temperature af
the radiatian gave a

. clear picture of the
merh:lnit:m of galaxy farmation
in the early universe and
pravided the rust tentative
evidence for inflation theary.
The results were hailed by
cosmalogist S~evenHawking as
"the greatest discavery af the
20th century, ifnat af all time",
and resulted in this year's Nobel
Prize.

The COBEmission marked
the'beginning af a new era of
precisian casmalogy.
Subsequent satellite telescope
missions have provided even
more precise data that furnish
further suppart far Big Bang
theory. As ever, startling new
puzzles have alsO' emerged - not
least the discavery that the
expansion of the universe is
accelerating once mare.
Anather mystery is that all
known matter canstitutes only a
tiny fraction af the matter of the
universe.

Mast intriguingly, the
experimental suppart far
inflatian raises the prospect that
a recent prediction of the theary
may also be correct -that our
universe may be only ane
amang countless other
universes.

. DrConnac ,O'Raifeartaigh
lectures in physic.<;rttW'1tl'.rfrmI
Institute of Technology.

FrGeorges le aitre: first proposed the
Big am.g model of the unhterse

bac)cgroUndradiatian was
discavered serendipitously in
1964.Switching an a new, highly,
saphisticated radio telescape at
the Bell Laboratories in New
Jersey, American astronomers
Arno Penzias and Rabert
Wilsan recorded a mysteriaus
background signal permeating
all their measurements.
Detailed analysis by
theoreticians showed that the
signal closely matched the
predicted cosmic backgraund
radiation, and the lucky
astronamers later received a
Nobel Prize.

Physicists all over the warld
rushed to study this background
radiation, as it affered a
priceless glimpse of the early
universe. Iranically, the «:lata
soon expased serious
shortcamings in the Big Bang,
which eventually led to a
modificatian of the theory
known as "inflation". This
proposes that the universe
experienced an incredibly rapid
accelerated expansian
immediately after the bang,
later slawing to the expansion
observed taday. From a
theoretical viewpoint, inflation
salv~d many Big Bang riddles
beautifully; however; it posed.
significant new problems of


